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	George Venn once wrote “poetry waits...for a voice from fire, water, wing, willow, wind.”  All those elements infuse this collection of new and previously published poems from an authentic voice of the Pacific Northwest.
	Inspired by insightful observations of nature, teaching, the hopes and disappointments of life—his and others'–Venn's work offers a realism rooted in his concrete experiences as a bee keeper, house builder, apple grower, musician, and teacher. Here are the eastern Oregon tomatoes picked green before the first frost, the deer in the bird feeder, the teacher pouring out life on dry ground, the happy and cruel memories of youth, the traveler who never planned to stay but is still here.
	Venn retired from teaching English and writing at Eastern Oregon University in 2002 and still lives in La Grande. “This Could Be Our Story,” included here, wryly describes making the most of isolated, small college life; and a major lesson of his work is to confront life honestly and learn its lessons. His published poetry collections, original analysis of C.E.S. Wood's version of Chief Joseph's surrender speech, and edited six volume Oregon Literature Series, a major contribution to our cultural history, have earned many awards. Along the way he brought literary giants to La Grande audiences, fought the good fight to preserve the region's natural beauty, and  generously shared his knowledge of teaching and writing throughout Oregon.
	The title poem describes fungi and algae doing “the hardest job in the world—eating rocks, making dirt,” giving earth the gift of varied life. Yet death lurks. Every driver “Crossing the Blues in March” in a whiteout knows “You could die, here, tonight.” The grandfather who always slaughtered with a sharp knife so 'nothing should suffer' ends up in years of misery because the God he served is a “shoddy butcher.”
	The dominant theme, however, is  appreciation of the joys of life and readiness for what it will bring where “eternity is now—mysterious and whole,” where “an unchurched doe” seen out the window could be “enough resurrection” for an Easter Sunday. The collection's last line describes birds emerging from a La Grande blizzard, the doves “calling more love, more love, more love.”
	Lichen Songs' readers will find more love here. Rooted in the experience of a thoughtful observer, it brings wisdom and beauty out of the local and specific, sharing what a good man has learned from real life.
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